Surgical sealants have been used for sealing or reconnecting ruptured tissues but often have low adhesion, inappropriate mechanical strength, cytotoxicity concerns, and poor performance in biological environments. To address these challenges, we engineered a biocompatible and highly elastic hydrogel sealant with tunable adhesion properties by photocrosslinking the recombinant human protein tropoelastin. The subcutaneous implantation of the methacryloyl-substituted tropoelastin (MeTro) sealant in rodents demonstrated low toxicity and controlled degradation. All animals survived surgical procedures with adequate blood circulation by using MeTro in an incisional model of artery sealing in rats, and animals showed normal breathing and lung function in a model of surgically induced rat lung leakage. In vivo experiments in a porcine model demonstrated complete sealing of severely leaking lung tissue in the absence of sutures or staples, with no clinical or sonographic signs of pneumothorax during 14 days of follow-up. The engineered MeTro sealant has high potential for clinical applications because of superior adhesion and mechanical properties compared to commercially available sealants, as well as opportunity for further optimization of the degradation rate to fit desired surgical applications on different tissues.

INTRODUCTION

Sutures and staples have been widely used to reconnect incisions for recovering tissue structure and function. They hold tissues in close proximity to facilitate healing and resist applied mechanical loads. Although they are commonly used after surgery, these methods are not sufficient for many clinical applications, especially to prevent the leaking of liquids from incisions (1). Sealing wound tissue using sutures and staples can also be challenging and time-consuming and may not be possible in regions of the body that are not readily accessible (2). In addition, piercing tissues to place sutures and staples can further damage the surrounding wound area and can increase the risk for infection (1, 3, 4). Sealant materials have attracted attention as alternatives to seal and reconnect tissues or incorporate implant devices into tissues because of their ease of application and versatility (3–5). Surgical sealants combined with sutures have been reported to more effectively seal wounds than sutures alone and provide a reduced infection rate and patient blood loss (3, 8, 9). To successfully develop sealants for the clinical practice, materials must provide adequate mechanical and adhesive properties for sealing the incision site without limiting tissue function or movement or causing adverse effects (1). In addition, to avoid the introduction of multiple foreign materials in the recipient and additional lesions caused by sutures and staples, it would be desirable to develop sealants that work effectively on elastic and fragile tissues without requiring the previous application of sutures or staples. For example, surgical glues for lung sealing should have a burst pressure higher than the maximum pressures exerted on the lung during physiological breathing (~1 to 2 mmHg) (10). In addition, ideal lung sealant should be highly elastic (with an extensibility of up to 40%) and have an elastic modulus in the range of 5 to 30 kPa to support the lung tissue inflation and deflation (11, 12). On the other hand, suitable sealant for vascular sealing should exceed normal physiological blood pressures (up to 140 mmHg) and hypertensive peak values (rarely up to 300 mmHg) (13).

In lung surgery, prolonged air leakage is the most common complication after surgical dissection and resection (14, 15). Prolonged air leaks lead to extended chest tube drainage time, which can be associated with pain and immobilization, increased risk for developing infections and bronchopleural fistulae, longer hospital stays, and higher health care costs (16–19). Sealants have been used as connecting materials to close the incision and limit the duration of postoperative air leakage (1, 3). Various types of synthetic and naturally derived materials, including fibrin- and collagen-based materials, have been tested to overcome these challenges (20). However, these surgical products cannot completely achieve the required adhesive and cohesive properties for lung incision sealing, such as tensile strength, elasticity, adhesive strength, and burst pressure resistance (20–24). Cyanocrylate and gelatin-resorcinol-formaldehyde/glutaraldehyde glues have a much stronger adhesive strength to tissue, but their toxic degraded products prevent clinical translation (4, 23). Their nondegradable polymer nature can also cause tissue irritation and infection (23). FocalSeal is a nontoxic, nonimmunogenic, and bioabsorbable polyethylene glycol (PEG)-based synthetic hydrogel, which can be photopolymerized by blue-green light and has been approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for air leakage sealing after lung surgery (25, 26). The clinical result showed that 77% of patients treated with FocalSeal had no postoperative...
air leak, compared to 9% of control group (26). However, the photochemical polymerization had three-step delivery requiring application of a primer layer followed by a PEG-based adhesive material and subsequent light exposure (26–28). Therefore, engineering a single-component sealant, which does not need a primer for better adhesion, might be more suitable for thoracic surgery. Another FDA-approved pleural air leak sealant is Progel, which is based on human serum albumin and a PEG crosslinker (29, 30). Progel has been introduced to the market to be used in lung procedures only in conjunction with sutures for better sealing. Trials with pulmonary resection patients showed that Progel application in conjunction with suturing and stapling was superior to the use of suturing and stapling only. However, the high cost of human-based albumin and the potential for disease transmission, due to the fact that it is a blood-derived product, are the concerns with Progel. Another limitation of Progel is that it lacks a prohemostatic property to select the hydrogel formulation with optimized sealing and repair of elastic tissues such as lungs and blood vessels. Here, we optimized the MeTro formulation to generate a synthetic elastic glue was formed by photocrosslinking of poly(glycerol sebacate acrylate) in the presence of a photoinitiator and ultraviolet (UV) light. The engineered glue could close the defects in a pig carotid artery with no bleeding after 24 hours of implantation. Because this material is made from a synthetic polymer in a process that uses organic solvent, there is an opportunity to make a water soluble and elastic naturally derived surgical sealant. Due to the limitations of the previously mentioned clinically available products, there is an unmet need to produce a new and more effective surgical sealant capable of sealing wounds in wet and dynamic biological environments while maintaining adequate mechanical and adhesion properties as well as promoting a time frame for tissue repair.

Here, we introduce an elastic hydrogel-based sealant with controlled mechanical and biodegradation properties using a modified recombinant protein, methacyrloyl-substituted tropoelastin (MeTro). During surgery, this sealant can be applied over the defect site and rapidly photopolymerized to adhere strongly to soft tissues to stop air and liquid leakages, as well as to provide a time frame for tissue repair.

**RESULTS**

We formed a highly elastic and adhesive hydrogel using a light-cured recombinant protein, MeTro prepolymers. We have previously shown that the MeTro gel is an excellent candidate for skin, heart, and blood vessel tissue regeneration (32–35). The presence of various cell-binding sites in tropoelastin molecules promotes cellular adhesion and growth (36–38). In addition, the elastic properties of MeTro, with an extensibility of more than 400%, make it a suitable biomaterial for engineering elastic tissues. Here, we optimized the MeTro formulation to generate a highly elastic material that can be used as a surgical sealant for the sealing and repair of elastic tissues such as lungs and blood vessels. We produced a MeTro hydrogel with tunable mechanical and adhesive properties to select the hydrogel formulation with optimized mechanical stiffness, elasticity, burst pressure, and tissue adhesion based on the final application.

**MeTro synthesis and its physical characterization**

The MeTro prepolymer was synthesized using recombinant human tropoelastin and methacrylic anhydride (32). Physical properties of the hydrogel were tuned by controlling the degrees of methacryloyl substitution calculated by using $^1$H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analysis (fig. S1). MeTro prepolymers with 54% (low), 76% (medium), and 82% (high) degrees of methacryloyl substitution were synthesized using 8, 15, and 20% (w/v) of methacrylic anhydride, respectively. MeTro hydrogels were then formed through photocrosslinking of prepolymers with a UV light (6.9 mW/cm$^2$; 360 to 480 nm) at different exposure times ranging from 30 to 180 s. A photoinitiator [2-hydroxy-1-(4-(hydroxyethoxy)phenyl)-2-methyl-1-propanone (Irgacure 2959); 0.5%, w/v] was used to form hydrogels.

The mechanical properties of MeTro gels at varying prepolymers concentrations and degrees of methacryloyl substitution were characterized by performing tensile and cyclic compression tests. The detailed experimental procedures are presented in the Supplementary Materials. Tensile tests on MeTro hydrogels showed that the elastic modulus and ultimate tensile strength of engineered hydrogels could be tuned by varying MeTro concentrations (Fig. 1A) and degrees of methacryloyl substitution (fig. S2). The fabricated MeTro gels showed elastic moduli of 16.5 ± 3.0 kPa, 27.8 ± 4.9 kPa, and 49.8 ± 4.0 kPa [$P < 0.01$ between 5 and 10% (w/v), $P < 0.0001$ between 10 and 20% (w/v), and $P < 0.0001$ between 5 and 20% (w/v)]. The ultimate tensile strengths of MeTro gels with medium degree of methacryloyl substitution were determined as 21.7 ± 5.5 kPa, 44.8 ± 8.2 kPa, and 52.6 ± 5.2 kPa for MeTro concentrations of 5, 10, and 20% (w/v), respectively (Fig. 1A). The increase in the elastic in the engineered hydrogels may be due to the increased crosslinking density at a higher MeTro concentration. Although the elastic modulus of Progel, the FDA-approved surgical lung sealant, is higher than MeTro, both the tensile strength (42.1 ± 3.2 kPa) and elongation (25 ± 2%) of Progel were significantly lower than MeTro ($P < 0.05$) (fig. S3). In a recent study, a highly elastic photocrosslinked gelatin-based sealant has been developed (39, 40). Although the engineered sealant exhibited an elongation of up to 650%, the relatively low stiffness (~14 kPa) makes it unsuitable for the sealing of highly stressed tissues such as lungs and arteries. The high elasticity and tensile strength of the MeTro hydrogel show its potential for sealing and repair of elastic tissues such as lung, cardiac tissues, or blood vessels (32, 33, 41).

Cyclic compression testing on MeTro hydrogels with varying protein concentrations and degrees of methacryloyl substitution showed high resilience of the engineered hydrogels (Fig. 1B and fig. S4). The compressive moduli of MeTro with medium methacryloyl substitution enhanced from 31.8 ± 3.6 kPa to 57.6 ± 10.9 kPa and 167.1 ± 32.2 kPa by increasing the MeTro concentration (Fig. 1B, i and ii). These results follow the trends set from tensile testing shown in Fig. 1A. The energy loss for cycle 20 was found to be 36.6 ± 1.8%, 34.0 ± 0.7%, and 36.4 ± 0.1% for 5, 10, and 20% (w/v) MeTro gels, respectively (Fig. 1B, iii).

The porosity and swelling properties of a hydrogel play a major role in new tissue generation (42). The MeTro hydrogel's porosity and swelling behavior were influenced by the MeTro concentration (Fig. 1, C and D). We compared the structure of freeze-dried samples by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis. Although lyophilization can generate some pores in hydrogels, we observed a decrease in pore sizes by increasing the MeTro concentration for the samples that were prepared and freeze-dried using the same conditions (freezing temperature and duration) for lyophilization (Fig. 1C). After 12 hours, the swelling ratios achieved the maximum values of 208.0 ± 30.0%, 168.3 ± 22.4%, and 114.9 ± 31.1% for hydrogels produced by using 10, 15, and 20% (w/v) MeTro concentrations, respectively (Fig. 1D). Although the pores observed in SEM images of lyophilized hydrogels may be artifacts, the reduced swelling ratio in hydrogels produced at higher
MeTro concentrations may be relevant to the molecular weight between crosslinks (43). The reduced swelling ratio for hydrogel with higher MeTro concentration can be beneficial for sealant applications because of their minimal deformation and stronger interaction with the native tissues.

**In vitro adhesion testing on MeTro hydrogels: Lap shear, burst pressure, and wound closure tests**

Various ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials) standard tests were performed to evaluate the in vitro sealing properties of the MeTro hydrogel. Standard lap shear, burst pressure, and wound closure tests were performed on MeTro sealants produced by varying protein concentrations and degrees of methacryloyl substitution, as well as several commercially available sealants including a fibrin-based sealant (Evicel), a PEG-based sealant (Coseal), and a human serum albumin/PEG-based sealant (Progel).

Lap shear testing was used to determine the shear strength of the sealant based on the ASTM F2255-05 standard (Fig. 2A, i) using two pieces of glass slides coated with gelatin solution as substrate. The lap shear strength of the MeTro sealant with the medium methacryloyl substitution increased from 31.0 ± 3.9 kPa to 42.1 ± 6.3 kPa and 81.3 ± 12.7 kPa with increasing MeTro concentrations [P < 0.0001 between 5 and 20% (w/v)] (Fig. 2A, ii and iii). The highest shear strength (172.1 ± 21.7 kPa) was achieved by using a 20% (w/v) MeTro gel with high methacryloyl substitution, which was comparable to the shear strength value obtained for Progel (184.1 ± 40.5 kPa) and significantly higher than those for Evicel (69.6 ± 17.7 kPa) and Coseal (69.7 ± 20.6 kPa) (P < 0.0001) (Fig. 2A, iii). The failure in the lap shear test was likely due to the cohesion failure of the MeTro hydrogels because the residual of MeTro sealants was observed on gelatin-coated slides after the test. In addition, the strain at break for the MeTro sealant was much higher than that for Progel (Fig. 2A, ii).

In vitro burst pressure testing based on the ASTM F2392-04 standard was performed using wet collagen sheet as substrate to determine the ability of the engineered materials to seal tissues under air or liquid pressures (Fig. 2B, i). The burst pressure of the MeTro sealant with medium methacryloyl substitution increased from 0.12 ± 0.02 kPa to 4.9 ± 0.1 kPa and 9.2 ± 2.1 kPa with increasing MeTro concentrations from 5% to 10% and 20% (w/v), respectively (P < 0.01) (Fig. 2B, ii and iii). The burst pressure of the engineered MeTro sealant reached a maximum value of 11.9 ± 1.5 kPa by using 20% (w/v) MeTro with high methacryloyl substitution (Fig. 2B, iii). Seals made of 20% (w/v) MeTro prepolymer with medium and high methacryloyl substitution showed a much higher in vitro burst pressure than Evicel (3.2 ± 1.3 kPa), Coseal (1.7 ± 0.1 kPa), or Progel (4.3 ± 0.7 kPa) (P < 0.0001), pointing to the high burst pressure resistance of the MeTro gel and supporting its suitability as a sealant material for use in dilating tissues. This property is particularly beneficial for use as a lung sealant because proper sealing of lung tissues requires materials that can withstand the high pressures occasionally exerted on pulmonary tissue during invasive mechanical ventilation, for example, by recruitment maneuvers. In this scenario, pressure values can reach up to 40 cmH₂O of intra-alveolar peak pressure (3.9 kPa) (44).

Wound closure tests were performed to determine the adhesive strength of the engineered sealants on native tissue (porcine skin) according to the ASTM F2458-05 standard (Fig. 2C, i). The adhesive strength of the MeTro sealant with medium methacryloyl substitution increased from 18.6 ± 5.1 kPa to 31.5 ± 6.5 kPa and 53.8 ± 8.9 kPa by increasing the MeTro concentration from 5% to 10% and 20% (w/v), respectively (P < 0.0001) (Fig. 2C, ii and iii). The highest adhesive strength (75.9 ± 7.7 kPa) was obtained for the sealant produced by using 20% (w/v) MeTro prepolymer with high methacryloyl substitution (Fig. 2C, iii). This value was significantly higher than the adhesive strength of Evicel (20.8 ± 6.7 kPa) and Coseal (26.3 ± 4.7 kPa) (P < 0.0001). The elongation of the MeTro gel (120%) in the wound closure test was twofold higher than Progel (55%), confirming the previous finding that the MeTro gel displays a higher elasticity than Progel. Overall, the unique combination of in vitro sealing properties of the MeTro gel with 20% MeTro concentration and high degree of methacryloyl substitution offers substantial advantages over the commercially available products for wound tissue sealing, particularly due to its superior elasticity, adhesive strength, and burst pressure resistance.
In vitro cytocompatibility of the MeTro sealant

The engineered MeTro hydrogels could support the growth and proliferation of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) as model cells, confirming the in vitro cytocompatibility of the sealant. Both cell types were cultured on the surface of the MeTro hydrogel for 7 days. Cell viability and activity were studied for each cell type (MSCs or EPCs), as well as for a coculture of both cell types (MSCs and EPCs) (fig. S5). Cell viability was higher than 95% over 7 days for MeTro gels seeded with MSC and EPC monocultures or cocultures of MSCs/EPCs, suggesting that the MeTro gel is not cytotoxic (fig. S5, A to C and J). The cells had adhered to the hydrogel, as identified by the F-actin cell filaments and 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) nuclei staining (fig. S5D). By day 7 of culture, a confluent layer of MSCs was formed on the MeTro hydrogel (fig. S5G). In addition, immunostaining on EPC-seeded scaffolds on days 3 and 7 of culture indicated the expression of CD31 markers, confirming the differentiation of EPCs to endothelial cells on the MeTro gel, which was increased from day 3 to day 7 (fig. S5, E and H). Moreover, immunostaining for α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) and CD31 on MSC/EPC-seeded MeTro hydrogels confirmed the differentiation of EPCs to endothelial cells and the differentiation and activation of MSCs toward a contractile phenotype after 3 days (fig. S5F). By day 7 of culture, a confluent layer of MSCs/EPCs had formed on the MeTro gel (fig. S5I). The metabolic activity of the cells was quantified by a PrestoBlue assay, which showed a significant increase in relative fluorescence intensity from day 1 to day 7 (P < 0.0001), suggesting that cell proliferation and activity increased on the MeTro gel (fig. S5K). These results collectively demonstrate the capacity of the MeTro gel to serve as a biocompatible sealant material that promotes cell adhesion, growth, and proliferation.
In vivo biodegradation and biocompatibility of MeTro gels

The in vivo degradation of MeTro gels produced by using various MeTro concentrations and degrees of methacryloyl substitution was evaluated after subcutaneous implantation into rats (Fig. 3A). Samples were explanted on days 7, 28, and 84 to measure their weights and sizes. Macrosopic views of the MeTro hydrogels before implantation and after explantation on days 7, 28, and 84 are shown in Fig. 3A (i). In vivo degradation rates were quantified by measuring sample volumes (Fig. 3A, ii and iv) and weights (Fig. 3A, iii and v) on days 0, 7, 28, and 84 after implantation. As shown in Fig. 3A, hydrogels produced by using lower MeTro concentrations and medium methacryloyl substitution degraded faster, with respect to both volume and weight, compared to MeTro hydrogels with higher protein concentration. However, there were no methacryloyl substitution degree–dependent differences in the time course of the volume and dry weight changes for 10% (w/v) MeTro hydrogels (Fig. 3A, iv and v). Although all hydrogel conditions resulted in progressive degradation, 100% degradation was reached only in the 5% (w/v) group by day 84. Controlling the degradation rate of the sealant is critical to ensure that the sealant material does not completely degrade before tissue healing (3, 45).

Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining revealed a small amount of mononuclear inflammatory cell recruitment, indicating a minor local host inflammatory response (Fig. 3B). At day 28, cellular infiltration was slightly pronounced; however, it still occurred in the normal host response range (Fig. 3B, ii). Furthermore, the histologically assessed tissue architecture at day 28 resembled a thin fibrous capsule around the implants, implying collagen formation in an inflammatory context. Thus, fluorescent immunohistological staining for macrophages (CD68) and lymphocytes (CD3) was used to further characterize the local immune response. CD68+ macrophage invasion at the interface between the MeTro gel and the subcutaneous tissue was observed at day 3 but not at days 28 and 84 (Fig. 3C, i to iii). We also did not detect CD3+ lymphocyte infiltration at any time point (Fig. 3C, iv to vi). These results demonstrated that subcutaneously implanted MeTro sealants evoked minimal inflammatory responses by the host organism.

Ex vivo and in vivo sealant performance using small- and large-animal models

To investigate the potential of MeTro material to seal defects in elastic tissues, in vivo and ex vivo experiments were performed on rat arteries, rat lungs, and porcine lungs. Optimized MeTro formulations with 10 and 20% (w/v) MeTro concentrations and high methacryloyl substitution were used for the ex vivo and in vivo experiments. Because of the high burst pressure, preferable tissue adhesion, and mechanical properties of MeTro noted during in vitro tests, the in vivo experiments were performed using MeTro as the sealant material alone, without the use of sutures.

Ex vivo (Fig. 4A) and in vivo (Fig. 4, B to D, and fig. S6) rat artery incision models were used to test the sealing properties of MeTro in the presence of extensive bleeding. The MeTro sealant was used to seal the anastomosis points created in an explanted rat abdominal aorta (Fig. 4A, i). In an ex vivo experiment, the aorta was sliced into pieces with a length of 4 cm. MeTro gels were then either directly applied to the anastomosis points of the aorta or made as a patch and then applied to the two ends of the aorta tube segments. The adhesive strength of the MeTro sealant applied on one side or both sides of the aorta was compared to that of Evicel. The MeTro gel applied to both sides of the aorta significantly increased the adhesive strength from 64.1 ± 6.0 kPa to 99.0 ± 17.7 kPa compared to the single-side sealing (P < 0.05). The adhesion strength of the MeTro gel in both types of conditions (applied single-sided and double-sided) was significantly higher than that of Evicel applied to one side (23.6 ± 8.0 kPa; P < 0.01) or both sides (41.1 ± 10.1 kPa; P < 0.001) of the tissue (Fig. 4A, iii). A MeTro hydrogel patch was generated, wrapped around the two artery tube segments, and sealed by applying the MeTro prepolymer solution and photocoacrosslinking (Fig. 4A, ii). In this setting, a much higher adhesive strength (162.3 ± 25.0 kPa) (P < 0.001) was achieved when compared to applying the MeTro sealant only (Fig. 4A, iii). This patch may be used to bridge arterial wall substance defects while maintaining the elastic properties of the vascular wall. The adhesive strength of MeTro (162.3 kPa or 1217 mmHg) exceeds normal physiological blood pressures (up to 140 mmHg), as well as hypertensive peak values (rarely up to 300 mmHg) (13).

The in vivo experiments using a rat artery incision model in the abdominal aorta demonstrated that the MeTro gel sealed the otherwise lethal incision effectively and achieved hemostasis (Fig. 4B, i and ii). After surgery, the rats presented an adequate perfusion of the lower limbs located downstream of the defect site. All animals survived the follow-up time. Artery burst pressure tests were conducted on day 4 after surgery. These burst pressure experiments revealed that the arteries did not burst from regions where the MeTro was applied but rather from other areas, confirming that the sealing was effective (Fig. 4B, iii). The burst pressure values of MeTro-sealed arteries (95.5 ± 8.8 kPa) were similar to those of healthy arteries at day 4 (94.4 ± 15.3 kPa) (Fig. 4B, iv).

The microstructure and coherence of the adhesive interfaces between the MeTro sealant and the native artery were studied by SEM and histology analyses (Fig. 4, C and D). The magnified microstructure showed obvious tight interfaces between the MeTro hydrogel and the artery. This coherent adhesive interface indicated a strong bond between the sealant and the tissue. This was further confirmed by light microscopy after H&E staining, as shown in Fig. 4D (between MeTro and artery). Because MeTro was applied as a prepolymer solution, it was able to penetrate into the tissue interface. After photocoacrosslinking, the MeTro gel remained entangled within tissue fibers. The phenomenon that adhesive material and tissue collagen fibers tend to interlock at interfaces has been previously reported by Lang et al. (31). In addition to this physical interaction and interlocking, charge interactions (positively charged tropoelastin and negatively charged glycosaminoglycans) can further improve the adhesion of MeTro to the tissues (46).

A rat lung incision model was used to study the in vivo sealing properties of MeTro sealant produced by using 20% (w/v) MeTro concentration at high methacryloyl substitution (Fig. 5A and fig. S7). Four days after surgery, the sealed lung tissues were explanted and burst pressures were measured to compare with day 0. The burst pressure of the MeTro sealant was also compared with those of Evicel, Progel, and suturing controls on day 0. The typical mode of failure for MeTro-sealed tissue on day 0 was not the bursting of the material but rather of native lung tissue outside of the defect area (Fig. 5A, i and ii, and movie S1). In contrast, Evicel and Progel failed by direct material bursting at 2.7 ± 0.7 kPa and 2.2 ± 0.7 kPa, respectively, which was due to the low mechanical properties of the adhesives (Fig. 5A, iii). For incisions closed by sutures, the lung tissue burst around the suture points at 3.1 ± 0.7 kPa on day 0. The burst pressure of the MeTro sealant immediately after curing on the lung tissue (day 0) was 6.2 ± 0.7 kPa, which was significantly higher than those of Evicel, Progel, and suture-only closures (P < 0.0001) (Fig. 5A, iii). Extensive air leakages from the lung tissue sealed by Evicel or sutures lead to lethal pneumothorax shortly after extubation. Therefore, chronic survival tests were continued using 20% MeTro sealant alone.
Fig. 3. In vivo biocompatibility and degradation of the MeTro sealant using a rat subcutaneous model. (A) Evaluation of the in vivo degradation of MeTro sealants on days 0, 7, 28, and 84 of implantation (n = 4). (i) Representative images of the MeTro hydrogel implants with different extents of methacryloyl substitution (Me) and MeTro concentrations (MC). In vivo MeTro degradation based on volume loss of the implant for (ii) varying MeTro concentrations with medium methacryloyl substitution and (iv) varying extents of methacryloyl substitution at 10% (w/v) MeTro concentration. In vivo MeTro degradation based on weight loss of the implant for (iii) variable MeTro concentration with medium methacryloyl substitution and (v) variable degree of methacryloyl substitution at 10% (w/v) MeTro concentration. The in vivo degradation profile of MeTro hydrogels shows significant volume loss by day 7 and almost constant weight loss afterward until day 84. (B) Histology images of MeTro with the surrounding tissue stained with H&E after (i) 3 days, (ii) 28 days, and (iii) 84 days of implantation in subcutaneous tissue of a rat using 20% MeTro concentration and medium methacryloyl substitution (scale bars, 300 μm). H&E reveals insignificant amount of inflammatory cells. (C) Immunostaining of subcutaneously implanted MeTro hydrogels showing macrophage (CD68) only at (i) day 3 but disappeared at days (ii) 28 and (iii) 84, and resulting in no local lymphocyte infiltration (CD3) at days (iv) 3, (v) 28, and (vi) 84 (scale bars, 200 μm). Green color in (C) and (D) represents the autofluorescent MeTro gel, red color represents the lymphocytes, and blue color represents the nuclei (DAPI).
for up to 1 month. Four days after surgery, the burst pressure of MeTro-sealed lung tissue was equal to that of native healthy rat lung tissue (6.4 ± 0.5 kPa versus 6.8 ± 0.8 kPa) (Fig. 5A, iii). In addition, SEM and histology analyses showed tight interfaces between the MeTro hydrogel and the lung tissues, indicating strong bonding and interlocking at the interfaces (Fig. 5, B and C).

We performed H&E staining (Fig. 5D) and immunohistological analysis (Fig. 5E) to evaluate the interaction between the MeTro sealant and the tissue after 7 and 28 days. H&E staining from sealant/tissue interface showed that MeTro remained attached to the tissue on both day 7 (Fig. 5D, i) and day 28 (Fig. 5D, ii) with no marked changes in the morphology of the sealant, confirming that the sealant remained intact over 1 month with no or little degradation. In addition, no apparent signs of fibrous capsule formation were observed around the sealant material. To study the effects of increasing the in vivo degradation rate, we incorporated matrix metalloproteinase-2 (MMP-2) into the MeTro prepolymer before crosslinking. It has been reported that MMP enzymes digest specific proteins in extracellular matrix (ECM), especially elastic fibers made of tropoelastin (47, 48). MMP-2 is mainly expressed during embryonic development and is considered a catalyst for ECM degradation (49). Before in vivo experiments, we performed in vitro degradation testing using the MeTro hydrogel loaded with different concentrations
Fig. 5. In vivo function of MeTro sealants using rat incision model of lungs. (A) In vivo tests on rat lungs sealed by MeTro. (i) Schematic diagram showing the experimental setup. (ii) Image of the sealed lung pressurized with air, demonstrating that MeTro could adhere to the lung surface and seal the incision, but the lung tissue burst from other areas (the source of the bubbles) when pressures of >5.5 kPa were applied. (iii) Burst pressure values for lungs sealed with the MeTro sealant on day 0 (n = 4) and day 4 (n = 3) as compared to lungs sealed by Evicel (n = 3), Progel (n = 6), and suture only (n = 6) as well as healthy lung (n = 3) on day 0. Representative (B) SEM and (C) H&E-stained images from the interface between the explanted rat lung and the MeTro sealant. Tight interfaces between the MeTro hydrogel and the tissues indicate strong bonding and interlocking at the interfaces. (D) H&E staining of MeTro sections at days (i) 7 and (ii) 28 and MeTro-MMP sections at days (iii) 7 and (iv) 28 after sealing. (E) Fluorescent immunohistochemical analysis of the MeTro and MeTro-MMP sealants, showing no significant local lymphocyte infiltration (CD3) at days (i) 7 and (ii) 28 for MeTro samples and at days (iii) 7 and (iv) 28 for MeTro-MMP samples. Also, the images exhibit remarkable macrophage (CD68) expression at day 7 (i and iii) but reduced expression at day 28 for MeTro and remained the same for MeTro-MMP samples (ii and iv). Green, red, and blue colors in (E) represent the macrophages, lymphocytes, and cell nuclei (DAPI), respectively. Data are means ± SD. P values were determined by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test for (A) (**P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001).
of MMP-2 (0.0, 0.1, 1, and 10 µg/ml) to optimize MeTro-MMP formulations. Maximum degradation was achieved after 20 days of incubation in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for the samples containing MMP-2 (10 µg/ml) (fig. S8). Next, we incorporated MMP-2 (10 µg/ml) in 20% MeTro prepolymer solution and photopolymerized it on rat lung tissues using the in vivo incisional model. H&E staining from the interface of lung tissue and MeTro-MMP sealant showed that the MeTro-MMP samples showed a pitted structure with many cavities at day 7, which could be due to degradation of the MeTro hydrogel in the presence of MMP-2 (Fig. 5D, iii). At day 28, the MeTro-MMP samples (Fig. 5D, iv) showed a looser structure as compared to the MeTro sealant (Fig. 5D, ii), confirming the enzymatic degradation of the MeTro-MMP samples after 1 month in vivo. The immunofluorescent staining of the MeTro and MeTro-MMP samples exhibited negligible leukocyte infiltration, as demonstrated by minimal CD3 expression on both days 7 and 28 (Fig. 5E). In contrast, macrophage infiltration (CD68 antigen) was observed at day 7 for both samples (Fig. 5E, i and ii). However, the expression of CD68 was reduced after 28 days for the MeTro samples (Fig. 5E, ii), but the amount of macrophages remains the same for the MeTro-MMP samples at day 28 (Fig. 5E, iv).

**Ex vivo and in vivo sealant tests on porcine lungs**

Encouraged by the sealing functionality of MeTro on rat lungs, we proceeded toward a model environment that better represented the human scenario. Explanted porcine lungs were first used to investigate the adhesion properties of the MeTro sealant before in vivo tests. Defects were created on deflated porcine lungs and sealed by applying and photopolymerizing the MeTro prepolymer solution. The pig lung incision site before and after the sealing is shown in Fig. 6A (i and ii) and movie S2. A representative graph depicting the increase in pressure over time during burst pressure testing is illustrated in Fig. 6A (iii). The average burst pressures were determined as 2.92 ± 0.49 kPa, 1.43 ± 0.40 kPa, 1.90 ± 0.44 kPa, and 1.83 ± 0.51 kPa for 20% MeTro, Evicel, Progel, and surgical sutures only, respectively (Fig. 6A, iv). These results show that the MeTro sealant has a significantly greater sealing ability than the other clinically available sealant materials and sutures ($P < 0.01$ between MeTro and Evicel and $P < 0.05$ between MeTro and Progel or sutures).

Preclinical functional evaluation of the MeTro sealant was conducted in a porcine model of severe lung injury (fig. S9). After making a standardized pulmonary air and blood leak (Fig. 6B, i), MeTro prepolymer was applied and photopolymerized in vivo to seal the defect (Fig. 6B, ii). During a follow-up period of 14 days, no generation of pneumothorax, which would indicate air leakage, occurred as monitored by ultrasound imaging (Fig. 6B, iii and iv). Histology at day 14 revealed wound repair by dense fibrous tissue (Fig. 6B, v) predominantly containing a collagenous network and fibroblasts (Fig. 6B, vi). The sealant cover remained adherent to the defect site and the surrounding tissue (Fig. 6B, vii). Immunohistological analyses showed a minor presence of macrophages in the wound repair area around the sealant and no relevant infiltration with lymphocytes (Fig. 6B, vii). These data confirm our hypothesis that the highly elastic MeTro hydrogel is capable of sealing severe pulmonary air and blood leakage in the absence of additional staples or sutures in a preclinical large-animal model. Further experiments are warranted to evaluate the long-term fate of MeTro sealant implants.

**DISCUSSION**

To date, the most widely used surgical sealants are classified on the basis of their chemical compositions as follows: cyanoacrylate adhesives, synthetic polymer–based materials, and natural polymer–based materials (50–53). Although many clinical sealant materials are commercially available, a need for the development of new sealants tailored to specific applications remains (table S1). Providing a strong tissue adhesion with minimized toxicity, host inflammation, and side effects is a major challenge (53). Recently, a highly elastic photocrosslinkable gelatin-based lung sealant, manufactured by dityrosine crosslinking supported by ruthenium and sodium persulfate (SPS), was developed (39). The final sealant formulation exhibited an extensibility of up to 650%; however, its low elastic modulus (14 kPa) indicates that the cohesive properties may not be suitable for use as a lung sealant. In vitro and in vivo studies in a sheep lung defect model revealed the toxicity of the material, attributed to ruthenium and the high concentrations of SPS (20 mM) and porcine gelatin (17.5%) that were necessary to generate these highly elastic gelatin hydrogels. The engineered gelatin sealant was not applied as a stand-alone therapy but rather required the use of sutures.

Another limitation of commercially available sealants is their low adhesive strength, particularly in the biological and dynamic environments (51, 52). Cyanoacrylate-based sealants exhibit high adhesive strength but are more rigid than native tissues and have a high cytotoxicity, contraindicating their internal use in the body (54–56). Fibrin-based sealants have characteristics similar to soft tissues but provide low adhesion, particularly to wet tissues (57, 58). In a recent study, Behrens et al. developed a novel sealant material based on poly(lactic-co-glycolic)/PEG for cecal intestinal anastomosis in combination with suture (39). In vivo burst pressure testing showed that the combination of the engineered material with sutures had a burst pressure of about 70 mmHg (9.33 kPa), which was significantly higher than that of the control fibrin glue (20 mmHg or 2.67 kPa).

Currently, there is no commercially available elastic and biocompatible sealant that is commercialized to be used suture-less for wound closure. This is mainly due to the low elasticity (for example, Progel), low adhesion to wet tissues (such as fibrin-based sealants), and inappropriate mechanical strength (such as high stiffness in BioGlue and low mechanical properties in hydrogel-based sealants). Therefore, it is expected that the optimized MeTro formulation can overcome all these limitations and will be widely used as an elastic surgical material with tunable properties for sealing internal elastic tissues without sutures.

Here, we engineered a UV light–photocrosslinked, highly elastic, biocompatible, and slowly biodegradable sealant material using a modified human protein. The mechanical properties of the MeTro sealant provide higher tensile strength and elongation as compared to Progel. The MeTro hydrogel offers superior adhesive strength and burst pressure resistance as compared to commercially available clinical sealants (Evicel, Coseal, and Progel). The engineered MeTro gel offers a strong support to overcome liquid and air leakages resulting from surgical procedures without the need for suturing. First, the selected formulation was used to seal elastic tissues such as lungs and blood vessels in small-animal models of tissue injury. After that, we tested the engineered MeTro sealant in a large-animal model of lung leakage to confirm its sealing capacity and biofunctionality in an environment closer to that found in the human body. Our in vivo results suggest that the MeTro sealant has excellent sealing properties, biocompatibility, and biodegradability in terms of minimal inflammatory host responses with tunable degradation. The MeTro sealant can provide flexibility without compromising adhesion to prevent fluid leakages in different surgical conditions, promoting stable defect fixation during a time frame that is required for tissue repair and regeneration.
Many biomedical applications, such as tissue sealing during surgical procedures (32, 41), could benefit from the highly elastic, slowly degrading, biocompatible MeTro sealant. However, long-term in vivo studies are necessary to definitely rule out potential toxicity.

In addition, we have shown that the MeTro precursor can be easily delivered in vivo and photopolymerized to close incisions with any shapes and sizes without the need for suturing. The use of light for crosslinking allowed control over the polymerization rate and application of the sealant material. This can potentially overcome many limitations of commercially available two-mixture component sealants (such as Evicel and Progel) such as uncontrolled and fast polymerization rate upon mixing the two components. In some cases, the fast and uncontrolled polymerization of the sealant during application can block the applicator and the tip, which will be required to be exchanged several times. However, the engineered MeTro sealant can be delivered at the incision site and photopolymerized in situ in a controlled manner using a small optical fiber. In addition, as the MeTro prepolymer coacervates at body temperature due to the interaction between the hydrophobic domains in tropoelastin (60, 61), the prepolymer solution is physically crosslinked upon introduction at the incision site and further photopolymerized to form a highly stable and adhesive sealant. The coacervation of MeTro prepolymer before photocrosslinking increases the viscosity of the solution to confine the material on the incision site for better sealing. This is another advantage of our system versus other sealant materials where there is a risk of losing sealing materials before gelation. Our future work will focus on revealing a better understanding of other adhesion mechanism for the MeTro sealant to guide the next-generation formulation.

Overall, our in vitro and in vivo data suggest that the MeTro gel is superior to clinical sealants because of its unique physical and mechanical properties, as well as the interaction between the sealing materials and the wound tissue. We envision that this sealant has potential for commercialization and can be used for sealing elastic tissues without the need for suturing. Our future work will focus on revealing a better understanding of other adhesion mechanism for the MeTro sealant to guide the next-generation formulation. Overall, our in vitro and in vivo data suggest that the MeTro gel is superior to clinical sealants because of its unique physical and mechanical properties, as well as the interaction between the sealing materials and the wound tissue. We envision that this sealant has potential for commercialization and can be used for sealing elastic tissues without the need for suturing. Our future work will focus on long-term in vivo experiments to assess the complete degradation of MeTro hydrogels, their effect on tissue healing, and any consequential responses. Although the use of UV light did not induce tissue damage, in our future work, we will focus on engineering a variant of the MeTro sealant that is not phototoxic to minimize any risk of photodamage to surrounding tissues.
MeTro-based adhesive, which can be crosslinked using visible light. Although the production cost of MeTro is much lower than Progel ($50/ml versus $225/ml), the development of lower-cost MeTro sealant formulations may be considered.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design

The objective of this study was to engineer a photocrosslinked, elastic, biocompatible, and biodegradable sealing material using a modified human protein. This sealant should provide a strong support to overcome the liquid leakages after surgical procedures. We hypothesize that one of the advantages in using recombinant human tropoelastin is that the MeTro prepolymer solution coacervates at the incision site to increase the viscosity of the solution due to multiple hydrophobic domains in tropoelastin. The solution can be further photopolymerized to form a highly stable and adhesive sealant. In vitro sealing properties of the MeTro sealant were tested using lap shear, burst pressure, and wound closure tests to optimize the protein concentration and degrees of methacryloyl substitution and compared it to the commercially available sealants. In vivo degradation and biocompatibility were assessed in a rat subcutaneous model. The potential of the MeTro hydrogel for sealing of elastic and soft tissues was tested in a rat artery incision model (n = 5) and a rat lung leakage model (n = 5). The ability of the MeTro sealant to seal incision in large animals was tested using a porcine model (n = 3) in the absence of sutures or staples. The clinical or sonographic signs of impaired tissues. Fresh porcine skin pieces were obtained from a local slaughterhouse and further cut into smaller pieces. Aortic arteries were extracted from rats (n = 10). The sample dimensions were 15 mm × 5 mm in area for the porcine skin and 15 mm in length for the rat artery. Tissues were immersed in PBS before testing to prevent drying. The tissues were fixed onto two precut poly(methyl methacrylate) slides (20 mm × 60 mm) using an ethyl 2-cyanoacrylate glue (Krazy Glue). Spaces (6 and 3 mm) were kept between the slides due to the length of the porcine skin and rat artery, respectively. Petroleum jelly was added at both ends of the adhesive defining the desired area of coverage (6 mm × 5 mm for the porcine skin and 3 mm × 2 mm for the rat artery). The tissue was then separated in the middle with a straight edge razor to simulate wounding. MeTro solution was administered onto the tissues.

Synthesis of the MeTro hydrogel

MeTro hydrogels were formed by using MeTro prepolymer with varying degree of methacryloyl substitutions (low, medium, and high) and MeTro concentrations [5, 10, and 20% (w/v)] in a 0.5% (w/v) photoinitiator ([Irgacure 2959, Ciba Chemicals] solution in PBS at 4°C. Hydrogels were formed through photocrosslinking with UV light (6.9 mW/cm², 360 to 480 nm) for an exposure time of 30 s to 3 min depending on the thickness of the MeTro gels.

In vitro lap shear test

The shear resistance of the MeTro gel (n ≥ 4, except 5% Metro (n = 2)), Coseal (Baxter; n = 3), and Progel (Neomend; n = 4) was tested according to the modified ASTM F2255-05 standard for lap shear strength property of tissue adhesives. Two glass slides (10 mm × 50 mm) were used to hold each sample. The top portion of the glass slides (10 mm × 15 mm) was coated with gelatin solution that was dried at room temperature before adding the sealant samples. The MeTro prepolymer solution (20 μl) was added to one of the gelatin-coated regions, and then the other slide was carefully put on the MeTro solution. After assembly, the MeTro gel between the two gelatin-coated glass slides was photocrosslinked by UV light. The two glass slides were placed into an Instron mechanical tester for shear testing by tensile loading with a strain rate of 1 mm/min. The sealant shear strength was determined at the point of detaching.

In vitro burst pressure test

The burst pressures of the MeTro gel (n ≥ 4, except 5% Metro (n = 2)), Coseal (n = 4), Progel (n = 5) were obtained by using the ASTM F2392-04 standard, which is a standard test method for sealant material burst pressure. Porcine collagen I sheets (Savenor’s Market) were cut to a dimension of 40 mm × 40 mm and submerged into PBS at room temperature for 1 hour. The wet collagen sheet was placed between two Teflon plates (35 mm × 35 mm) (McMaster-Carr), in which the upper piece had a 10-mm-diameter hole in its center. A 3-mm-diameter defect was created by a dermal biopsy punch (Miltex) and to be filled with the sealant material in the center of collagen sheet. The MeTro solution (20 μl) was manually injected onto the defect on the collagen using a pipette and photocrosslinked by irradiation with UV light. The sealed collagen sheet was then placed into a custom-designed burst pressure apparatus, as shown in Fig. 2B (i). The measured data were directly recorded by a connected PC.

In vitro wound closure test

The wound closure of the MeTro sealant (n ≥ 4), Coseal (n = 5), and Progel (n = 3) was tested using the modified ASTM F2458-05 standard, which is a standard test for the determination of tissue/sealant material adhesive strength. Porcine skin and rat artery were prepared as impaired tissues. Fresh porcine skin pieces were obtained from a local slaughterhouse and further cut into smaller pieces. Aortic arteries were extracted from rats (n = 10). The sample dimensions were 15 mm × 5 mm in area for the porcine skin and 15 mm in length for the rat artery. Tissues were immersed in PBS before testing to prevent drying. The tissues were fixed onto two precut poly(methyl methacrylate) slides (20 mm × 60 mm) using an ethyl 2-cyanoacrylate glue (Krazy Glue). Spaces (6 and 3 mm) were kept between the slides due to the length of the porcine skin and rat artery, respectively. Petroleum jelly was added at both ends of the adhesive defining the desired area of coverage (6 mm × 5 mm for the porcine skin and 3 mm × 2 mm for the rat artery). The tissue was then separated in the middle with a straight edge razor to simulate wounding. MeTro solution was administered onto the tissue.
The dried sterile hydrogels were then implanted in sterile conditions were lyophilized, weighed, measured with digital calipers, and sterilized. Sides of the incisions. MeTro samples (rhaged blood, and short proximal ligature in the case of the artery or aorta, and placement of retractors maintained surgical access. A 2-mm thoracotomy or a median laparotomy was performed to expose the lung on sealed rat lungs and arteries. Under sterile conditions, a right-lateral incision was created on the dorsum of the rat medially of the incision test with intrapleural warm PBS. A 20% (w/v) MeTro solution was then administered on the wound and photocrosslinked by irradiation with UV light for 30 s (Omnicure S2000). The burst pressure of the MeTro gel (n = 3) was determined using an ex vivo porcine lung model. The lungs were kept in a cold room at 4°C before testing. To reduce necrotic variation in the tissue samples, lungs were excluded from the experiment 12 hours after resection. An open-top 56-liter tub was used as a reservoir. The tub was filled with PBS at 37°C. Preceding the burst pressure tests, all lungs were analyzed for defects. A lung was manually connected to a portable volume ventilator (LP3 Portable Ventilator; Life Products Inc.) and expanded at a constant positive pressure of 10 cmH2O for 10 min to ensure that there was no defect. Lobes that presented air leaks, or failed to appropriately inflate, were excluded before the test. A standardized superficial wound of 1 cm was created on the lobe by adhering a 1-cm-diameter cylindrical mold to the visceral pleura of the lung using an ethyl 2-cyanoacrylate glue (Sigma-Aldrich) followed by removal of the visceral pleural layer with a scalpel. The MeTro solution was then administered on the wound and photocrosslinked by irradiation with UV light for 30 s (Omnicure S2000). The burst pressure of the hydrogel was determined by constantly increasing the ventilation pressure and recorded at the first appearance of air bubbles rising from the broken seal.

Histology and immunohistology
MeTro samples with surrounding tissue (5-μm cryosection slides) were used for histological analysis. The sections were fixed with paraformaldehyde and stained with H&E and Mason’s trichrome, as well as immunohistochemical techniques, as previously reported (64). Anti-CD68, anti-CD3 (Abcam), and anti-macrophage-2 (Mac2) (Cedarlane) primary antibodies with Alexa Fluor–conjugated (Invitrogen) secondary

Subcutaneous implantation in rats
A 1-cm-long incision was created on the dorsum of the rat medially of the spine, and separate subcutaneous pockets were created at the lateral sides of the incisions. MeTro samples (n = 75; 5 mm × 1 mm, disc-shaped) were lyophilized, weighed, measured with digital calipers, and sterilized. The dried sterile hydrogels were then implanted in sterile conditions before anatomical wound closure. At days 7, 28, and 84, MeTro gels with the surrounding tissue were explanted after euthanasia by CO2 inhalation. Samples were then studied by histological and degradation analysis. Hydrogels used for biodegradation studies were thoroughly washed in distilled water, and excess tissue was carefully removed under a dissection microscope. The samples were then lyophilized, weighed, and measured with digital calipers. In vivo degeneration was measured on the basis of the changes in weights and sizes of the samples before and after implantation (62, 63).

Burst pressure tests of sealed rat lung and aorta
The burst pressure of the MeTro gel (n = 4) and Evicel (n = 3) was tested on sealed rat lungs and arteries. Under sterile conditions, a right-lateral thoracotomy or a median laparotomy was performed to expose the lung or aorta, and placement of retractors maintained surgical access. A 2-mm cut was made using a no. 11 blade scalpel. After removing the hemorrhaged blood, and short proximal ligature in the case of the artery bleeding model, the wound was dried by filter paper followed by local administration of the MeTro solution (20 μl) and subsequent photocrosslinking with UV light for 30 s (Omnicure S2000). The thorax or the abdomen was anatomically closed, and in the case of the lung model, de-airing was achieved by using a thorax drainage system. The animals recovered from anesthesia under ventilation. Four days after surgery, the lung or aortic tissue in the former defect area was explanted. Burst pressure tests were performed for both tissues and compared to the corresponding healthy tissues, as well as to Evicel-sealed tissue in the case of the lung model. Figure 5A (i) displays the technical setting for burst pressure measurements. The coherence at the interface of MeTro and tissue (MeTro/lung and MeTro/artery) was studied by SEM and H&E staining. At least five samples were tested for each condition.

Ex vivo burst pressure tests of sealed porcine lung
The burst pressure of the MeTro gel (n = 5), Evicel (n = 3), Progel (n = 5), and surgical sutures (n = 3) was determined using an ex vivo porcine lung model. The lungs were kept in a cold room at 4°C before testing. To reduce necrotic variation in the tissue samples, lungs were excluded from the experiment 12 hours after resection. An open-top 56-liter tub was used as a reservoir. The tub was filled with PBS at 37°C. Preceding the burst pressure tests, all lungs were analyzed for defects. A lung was manually connected to a portable volume ventilator (LP3 Portable Ventilator; Life Products Inc.) and expanded at a constant positive pressure of 10 cmH2O for 10 min to ensure that there was no defect. Lobes that presented air leaks, or failed to appropriately inflate, were excluded before the test. A standardized superficial wound of 1 cm was created on the lobe by adhering a 1-cm-diameter cylindrical mold to the visceral pleura of the lung using an ethyl 2-cyanoacrylate glue (Sigma-Aldrich) followed by removal of the visceral pleural layer with a scalpel. The MeTro solution was then administered on the wound and photocrosslinked by irradiation with UV light for 30 s (Omnicure S2000). The burst pressure of the hydrogel was determined by constantly increasing the ventilation pressure and recorded at the first appearance of air bubbles rising from the broken seal.

Lung leakage sealing capacity in large animals
After a right lateral thoracotomy, a standard incision (15 mm × 15 mm × 1 mm) was generated on the lung with a scalpel. All the tested pigs showed air bubbles (d > 2 mm) and blood flow from the defect in an immersion test with intrapleural warm PBS. A 20% (w/v) MeTro solution with high degree of methacryloyl substitution was used in these conditions. The MeTro solution (500 μl) was applied on the wound and photocrosslinked by irradiation with UV light for 60 s. The sealed wound was submerged in warm PBS to test for initial leakage. The thorax was closed under de-airing of the pleura using a thorax drainage system. The animals recovered from anesthesia under ventilation. Freedom from pneumothorax was checked by pleural ultrasound imaging on postoperative days 7 and 14 by an Acuson Sequoia C512 sonography system (Siemens Healthcare). At postoperative day 14, the pigs were humanely euthanized, and the wound region sealed by MeTro was excised and further processed for histology analysis.

Histology and immunohistology
MeTro samples with surrounding tissue (5-μm cryosection slides) were used for histological analysis. The sections were fixed with paraformaldehyde and stained with H&E and Mason’s trichrome, as well as immunohistochemical techniques, as previously reported (64). Anti-CD68, anti-CD3 (Abcam), and anti–macrophage-2 (Mac2) (Cedarlane) primary antibodies with Alexa Fluor–conjugated (Invitrogen) secondary
antibodies were applied. The sections were further stained by Vectorshield antifade mounting medium with DAPI (Vector Laboratories). The histology slides (n = 3 sections per sample) were examined (n = 3 pictures per section) using an Axio Observer microscope (Zeiss).

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using one- or two-way ANOVA methods, followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. P < 0.05 was defined as significant for all statistical tests. Data are means ± SD. All statistical analysis and graphing were performed with GraphPad Prism version 6 software.
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Fig. 1. Effect of methacrylation on tropoelastin.

Fig. 2. Tensile test on MeTro hydrogel with different degrees of methacryloyl substitution.

Fig. 3. Tensile test for Progel.

Fig. 4. Compression test on MeTro hydrogel with different degrees of methacryloyl substitution.

Fig. 5. In vitro two-dimensional studies on MeTro hydrogels.

Fig. 6. Images of in vivo tests on rat artery sealed by MeTro.

Fig. 7. Images of in vivo tests on rat lung sealed by MeTro.

Fig. 8. In vitro degradation of MeTro and MeTro-MMP hydrogels.

Fig. 9. Schematic of porous lung leakage sealing using MeTro.

Table S1. Comparison of surgical adhesives/sealants on the market.

Table S2. Individual subject-level data.

Movie S1. Rat lung leakage sealing using MeTro.

Movie S2. Ex vivo porcine lung leakage sealing using MeTro.
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A stretchy, sticky alternative to sutures
Repairing tissue ruptures during surgery can be complicated: Suturing requires piercing an already damaged tissue, and sealants such as glues may not match the material properties of the tissue, leading to subsequent leakage or rupture. Annabi et al. capitalized on the elastic properties of the human protein tropoelastin to engineer a photocrosslinkable hydrogel sealant material. The injectable material, MeTro, successfully sealed surgical incisions in blood vessels in rats and in lungs in pigs without evidence of leakage or rupture. Tunable elastic hydrogel sealants offer a promising adhesive, biocompatible, biodegradable material for tissue repair.